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ABSTRACT
Bank Verification Number (BVN), SIM swap and SIM clone fraud
have become an issue of great concern in Nigeria. It has left
banking and telecommunications offices trudging with complaints
and many bank customers in pains. The Federal Government and
the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) introduced the BVN to prevent
corruption, provide a transparent system of payment and effective
account monitoring, and to uniquely identify bank customers in
order to eliminate any incidence of fraud. Even as banks
unilaterally implement this measure, fraudsters are continually
devising means of defrauding bank customers of their possessions
and evade detection. In this paper, the authors created an
awareness on how bank customers are deceived into disclosing
their financial details, the methods used in obtaining data for SIM
swap and SIM clone, and to sensitize the public on how to prevent
unauthorized access to their treasured details.
Key words: Bank verification number fraud, SIM swap, SIM clone,
Bank fraud
INTRODUCTION
Bank Verification Number (BVN) was introduced in Nigeria to
prevent money laundering, give a unique identification to all bank
customers and provide effective and transparent payment system
in the banking industry. It also provides avenue to monitor all the
transactions that occur in the banking system in order to limit the
incidences of fraud. It was introduced by the Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) as the new initiative to check the prevailing money
laundering and incidence of fraud in the financial institutions in
Nigeria (Ogunleye et al, 2017). Initially, password and PIN was
introduced in the banking system but due to the high-rate of
compromise on the conventional security systems, there is need to
provide a greater security for access to sensitive data or personal
information in the Banking system (Ogunleye et’al, 2017;
Esoimeme, 2020; Ekeh, 2021). To address the issue of high rate
of fraudulent activities going on in Nigeria, the Federal Government
(FG) in collaboration with the CBN launched a biometric
identification system known as Bank Verification Number (BVN) to
resolve the issue of frauds and to boost financial security in the
Banking industry (Akyuz et al, 2019). According to Access Bank
(2020), BVN should address the issue of theft, give each customer
a unique identity that can be identified and verified across the
Nigerian Banking Industry and also help in reducing the level of
fraud in Nigerian Banks. The primary aim of creating the unique
identification number for bank customers is to stem the increasing
case of identity fraud in the banking industry (Nigerianbanker,
2020).
With the above assertion, other benefits of BVN as stated by CBN
(2020) was to:

a)

Give unique identity to all bank customers that can be
verified across the Nigerian Banking System.
b) Protect
customers bank account from unauthorised
access.
c) Enhance banking industry chances of being able to fish out
blacklisted customers.
d) Address issues of theft, thus reduce exposure to fraud.
e) Authenticate transactions without the use of cards, using
only biometric features in the near future.
Despite these benefits, the launching of the BVN in February 2014
and the drafting of its operational framework in October 18, 2017
shows that the BVN has been in operation for three years before
the CBN and banks were able to design and issue the formal
guideline (Editorial, 2018; Oloni, 2020). If the CBN had first issued
the framework, and explained it with proper publicity, most of the
attendant challenges experienced in the course of its
implementation would have been corrected (Editorial, 2018).
Rather, it has unnerved more challenges in the management and
storage of data. BVN is a unique identity to all customers across
the banking industry, so there is need to properly secure the
customers data by strengthening and securing the BVN.
The BVN system, though beneficial to the CBN for easy monitoring
of accounts and the banking industry, has introduced a security
threat to bank customers. Nigerianbanker (2020) posits that bank
customers should worry about how fraudsters can use their
personal information obtained as a result of exposure of their BVN
to trick them into volunteering sensitive information like their Bank
Card details, ATM Pin, USSD, Mobile and Online Banking
Passwords. Once bank customers protect this information, the
funds in their bank account will be safe. But fraudsters in
conjunction with some of the greedy bank officials can commit BVN
fraud by using your BVN to see and obtain all your Bio-Data and
use it to trick you into disclosing those sensitive details
(Nigerianbanker, 2020).
Subscriber Identification Module (SIM) is a smart chip-based card
that is inserted in a mobile phone which identifies a particular
network, stores data and provides services to the subscriber of that
network. SIM cards are the connecting platform between the
mobile phones and the network; stores information about the user’s
activities, such as phone book, incoming and outgoing calls, sent
and received messages, etc. (Tirumala et al, 2019). SIM cards, to
some countries are fixed to a particular mobile network but in
Nigeria, you can remove the card and place it in a new phone or
replace the card when damaged or lost without any problem.
Whenever your SIM card is lost, damaged or you upgraded your
phone, there is a function your mobile carrier performs to replace
the SIM. This function is known as SIM Swapping and is a useful
function that allows you to transfer your mobile account from one
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SIM card to another; this also doubles as a security risk when
fraudsters/cybercriminals decide to use it to their advantage –
which is known as SIM swap fraud (Casey, 2019).
SIM swap involves changing your old, damaged or lost SIM card to
new one and which is carried out by your telecommunication
operator at your request. But if a fraudster manages to carry such
a swap, numerous fraudulent transactions will be meted to the
victim using the mobile number (Olaleye and Fashina, 2019).
Snehal and Praveen (2019) asserts that SIM swap is technically
new form of cyber fraud where hackers gain the personal
information and does illegal work with persons bank account or
credit card numbers. This means that hackers/ fraudsters can steal
your personal information to deceive your telecommunication
operator about your identity, perform SIM swap and carry out
fraudulent activities with the stolen details. In some cases, there
are mobile carrier’s employees working together with criminals to
commit this fraud (Vanguard, 2019).
The following researchers, Snehal and Praveen (2019), Fabio and
André (2019), Casey (2019), and Adam (2020), stated that SIM
swap fraud can be carried out in the following ways:
a) The fraudsters gather the victim's personal information
such as name, phone number, address, passwords,
security question (such as mother’s maiden name),
through phishing, social media, social engineering,
hacking old email addresses you no longer use, buying
information from organized crime groups like dark web
or any other means.
b) They approach the victim’s mobile operator with their
identity proof for verification to get the SIM blocked. The
attacker uses the information gathered to trick the
mobile provider employee to believing they’re you and
to port your phone number to their SIM. Most times the
fraudsters work together with the mobile operator’s
employee.
c) The SIM will be deactivated by the Mobile operator and
new one issued to the fraudster.
d) Then the victim’s mobile phone loses its connection to
the network while the fraudster intercepts the OneTime-Password (OTP) for further transaction
information. All the phone calls and SMSs meant for the
victim can then be used by the fraudster.
e) The fraudster will then use the victims’ mobile number
as a form of two-factor authentication (2FA) to reset
passwords and access their online accounts.
f) Moreover, there are situations that mobile operator
employees are too careless in their security
requirements or they connive or being bribed by the
fraudsters to fraudulently swap the SIM card.
SIM cloning on the other hand is a little bit technical than SIM
swapping. SIM cloning involves using a smart card copying
software to duplicate SIM card, thereby enabling access to the
victim’s secret codes known as International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI) and master encryption key (Ki) (David and Limor,
2019). Mustafa and Nidal (2014) described it as the process of
copying the content of a genuine SIM card and programming it to
another mobile phone SIM card, that does not belong to the
genuine user. That means for the hacker/fraudster to clone the
content of any genuine SIM card requires the knowledge of the
secret codes (IMSI, Ki) the operator uses to identify and

authenticate SIM cards.
The process of cloning SIM cards as posited by Mustafa and Nidal
(2014), Nuril et al (2016), Evelyn (2018), David and Limor (2019),
Tirumala et al (2019), Elizabeth (2020a), and MD Wasil (2020) are:
a) The fraudsters uses the equipment such as a blank SIM
card with no programming, SIM firmware device that
can read or write data on the blank SIM card, card
cracker, and USB CardReader software to clone a SIM
card.
b) The next thing is to place the new blank SIM card in the
smart card copying software to copy the original SIM
card into the new blank card by enabling the victim’s
secret keys (IMSI and Ki). The major aim of cloning is
to get the IMSI and Ki codes, which is the identifier of
the SIM card and it’s used by your operator to register
your mobile to the network. So the fraudster uses the
secret keys to convince your network operator into
thinking that the SIM card is original and the contents
transferred.
c) After the SIM cloning or duplication is done, the
fraudster then inserts the SIM into a device they control.
a. Either an OTP will be sent to the victim’s
phone from the operator or the fraudster
calls/sent a harmless text message to the
victim requesting them to restart their phone.
In either case, the main reason is to get the
victim restart their phone. Once that is done,
account takeover completes and the SIM is
successfully cloned.
d) If the victim’s phone number is linked to their bank
account, the fraudster can easily have access to the
account.
The aim of swapping or cloning a SIM card by fraudsters is to make
the victim’s mobile phone susceptible to attack. Once this is done,
the victim will no longer receive text messages or make voice calls
on their mobile phone. The text messages and voice calls will be
routed to the fraudster’s device. Then the fraudster will have free
and unhindered access to the targets bank account.
The purpose of this paper is to create awareness on how fraudsters
obtain and uses BVN, SIM swap and SIM clone to defraud their
victims, and the modalities bank customers can employ to safeguard and control their sensitive information and finances. This
paper engages a review on electronic bank fraud and the common
types of electronic fraud in Nigeria. It reveals different methods
fraudsters use to obtain sensitive information from their targets and
finally proposes measures to control the chances of being attacked
by fraudsters.
Electronic Bank Fraud
The introduction of electronic banking has simplified the banking
system and brought a lot of benefits to the industry, but with great
security threat to the banks as well as their customers. Ibanichka
and Oko (2019) defined electronic fraud as a fraud or theft
committed using online technology to illegally remove money from
a bank account and/or transfer money to an account in a different
bank which is made possible through phishing, lottery fraud, etc.
With the growth of electronic payment platforms, fraudsters have
devised several means of fleecing innocent victims of their money
through phishing and spooling, cloning/swapping, identity theft,
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pharming, card trapping, skimming, malware attack, etc. (Olaleye
and Fashina, 2019); and with the sudden rise in adoption and
usage of payment system in Nigeria, there has been a rise in the
incidence of fraud in the payments landscape (Ibanichka and Oko,
2019), and customers are losing their trust and confidence in the
banking system due to incessant frauds (Adegboyega and Tomola,
2018).

h)

According to Oludayo (2020), a cashless policy was made in
Nigeria six years ago (BVN project), which aims to encourage
electronic transactions by reducing the physical cash in the
economy, but the downside of the policy is a pervasive electronic
banking fraud. The Nigeria Inter-Bank Settlement System (2020)
noted that the BVN project was designed to allow individuals
performing banking transactions to identify themselves using
biometric features which will match their information in the central
database. The purpose is to protect the banks’ customer accounts
from being accessed by an unauthorized person (CBN, 2020). But
the BVN project poses a threat to the potential success of the
National Financial Inclusion Strategy (Esoimeme, 2020). Oludayo
(2020) posited that about N15.5 billion was lost to bank fraud in
2018 of which 60% of the fraud was perpetrated online owing to
available internet-based and tech-rated banking services. Between
2017 and 2018, a total of 63,895 bank customers lost N3.6bn to
fraud, and the mobile channel contributed the highest recording
11,492 in volume and N598.8m in actual loss value (Nike, 2019).
EFInA (2019) asserts that the industry has noted the alarming rate
of fraud perpetuated using mobile channels in the country. Adaora
et al (2018) pointed out that fraud in the banking industry shakes
the foundation and credibility of most deposit money banks in
Nigeria resulting to some of the bank being distressed; while
customers and stakeholders of the bank worried about the safety
of their money and information and are expecting the bank to find
a solution that can protect them and the economy as a whole
(Ibanichuka and Oko, 2019). The frauds committed in the bank are
of three dimensions: internal fraud by bank staff, external fraud by
outsiders, and the collaboration between fraudsters and bank staff
(Oludayo, 2020).

k)

i)
j)

METHODS OF OBTAINING DATA FOR FRAUD
There are different tricks fraudsters use to obtain sensitive
information from their target in order to defraud them. Some of the
methods are:
a)

Common types of Electronic Fraud in Nigeria
b)
EFInA (2019), Olaleye and Fashina (2019) described some of
these electronic frauds as:
a) SIM Swap: involves deceiving the network operators to
port an old SIM card to new one.
b) Phishing: to fraudulently obtain sensitive information
from people like their passwords, PINs, BVN and card
details over the phone.
c) Debit card skimming: fraudsters uses a device to obtain
personal information when bank customers use their
cards.
d) Site cloning: fraudsters clone legitimate sites to steal
information from unsuspecting customers.
e) Lost/Stolen card: this involves using a legitimate card
lost by the account holder for illegal purposes.
f) Online fraud: involves stealing card details during online
transaction to fraudulently purchase items.
g) Unauthorised emails/Text messages: fraudulently
requesting customers account details for updating bank
records. This information is then misused for
misappropriating funds.

ATM Fraud: fraudulently acquiring a customer’s PIN
and card details to withdraw money from them through
the machine.
Network Downtime: this creates opportunity to defraud
when network service delivery is delayed.
Data & Identity Theft: unprotected financial data that is
not adequately secured and access protected, can be
hacked.
Malware: introduced to steal data, passwords, PINs, or
infect a customer’s phone with a virus and sometimes
intercept funds transfer.

c)

d)

If a SIM card used to receive alert by a bank customer
is obtained by the fraudsters, the SIM can be worked on
to carryout transactions such as withdrawal, air-time
recharge and loans (Adeyemi et al, 2019; Janet, 2021).
Adeyemi et al posited that the fraudsters will first dial a
code *xxx*xxx# to know which bank the owner operates.
And to determine the account balance, they’ll use the
USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data)
code. To have access to the account, they will reset the
PIN. This will prompt for the account number and date
of birth. Account number can be obtained either in the
phone’s contacts, messages or a bank staff. Other
details can be obtained using the BVN code *xxx*x#.
The fraudsters will then register with the bank of their
target and carry out transactions. If there’s no sufficient
money in the account, they can obtain loan. Before
transactions are made, they will open a “no-trace”
account and transfer the money to the account (Dan,
2022). The “no-trace” account is created using
someone’s BVN. The transfer can equally be used to
purchase items online or transfer to somebody’s
account, convince the person to help them withdraw the
money using either ATM or POS.
Likewise, CBN warned that fraudsters can send e-mails,
text messages or call their victims pretending to be from
their banks to update their BVN (Ibrahim, 2015). When
the victim responds to the call or click on a link to fill a
form, they risk giving out their BVN details and other
private information.
Because of the rise in online loans through the financial
technology companies and digital platforms, fraudsters
can apply for loans using a stolen SIM card linked to a
particular account (Elizabeth, 2020b). Since the process
of obtaining the loan requires the account holder to
submit BVN in case of borrower defaults, the fraudster
submits the obtained BVN and the BVN will be
blacklisted.
Based on X-Force IRIS dark web research, fraudsters or
hackers often sale information obtained from the rich
members of the society or requests for SIM cloning
services to a targeted bank account (David, 2019;
Odita, 2020). Similarly, since the process of swapping a
SIM card by the telecommunication can be easily done,
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fraudsters can swap the victims SIM card and starts
using the USSD to make transfers in another account or
buy recharge cards (Gbenga, 2017).
e)

f)

g)

Elizabeth (2020b), Shane (2020), Jason (2021) and Dan
(2022) posited that another method employed by the
fraudsters is to repeatedly call bank customers to
resend the code mistakenly sent to their phones.
Sometimes they claim to be registering something
online and the code was meant to send to them, asking
you to resend it back. For example, you can receive a
message “Dear Customer, your verification code is:
xxxxxxxx enter it on the screen to complete your
registration on the bank mobile, call xx-xxxxxxx for
help”. After this, a voice call will come claiming to be
staff of the bank and want to protect you from fraudsters
(Jason, 2021). Once the customer yielded to their call,
the account will be emptied. The code requested by the
fraudsters will be used to clone your SIM card (Dan,
2022). Once the SIM is cloned and the number
happened to be registered to your account, they’ll have
access to your account.
Adeyemi et al (2019), Adrian (2022) and Dan (2022)
also stated that bank customers can lose network
signals from their phones which might persist after
rebooting the mobile phone. A visit to restore the signal
at the operator’s office might found out that someone
has requested a new SIM with their number and made
away with their money. Also, your phone may suddenly
go blank with no network signal on it. A call might come
in claiming to be from your mobile network and requests
that you press 1 to restore your signal (Adeyemi et al,
2019; Adrian, 2022). Once you press 1, the signal
immediately appears and suddenly go blank again with
zero bars. By this, your SIM will be swapped or hacked.
Within minutes, your account will be emptied and you
will not receive any alert.

The following are measures to control the chances of being
attacked by fraudsters:
a)

Disable USSD and Block your Bank Account Omodele (2021) noted that the first thing to do if you've
lost your phone or wallet is to disable the USSD if you
had activated it and block your bank account and
phone number. Whenever you receive a message from
a bank that your account opening is successful, make
sure you go to the bank to close the account if you’re
not the one that initiated the account opening. If you fail
to close the account, a “no-trace” account will be
opened using your BVN details and phone number
(Adeyemi, 2019; Jason, 2021). According to Access
Bank (2022), do not disclose any number on your ATM
card or the PIN to anybody, even to the bank staff.
Once you’ve done with any transaction using the POS,
examine your ATM card to make sure it’s the right one
(Access Bank, 2022) and do not allow the agent to
write your ATM card numbers down.

b)

Protect your BVN – presently your BVN is the key to
your financial information and disclosing it to anybody
through phone calls, SMS/email or non-approved
financial technology companies can expose you to
fraud (Ayodele, 2016; Access Bank, 2022). When in
doubt, call your account officer or visit your bank to
clarify the need for your information. Do not disclose
vital information to anybody through email, phone,
SMS, or in person. This is why banks and other
financial technology companies introduce two-step
verifications to further verify the authenticity of their
customers in case fraudsters access it through
different channels (Okonji, 2022).

c)

Lock your SIM cards – this prevents the fraudster from
hacking into your account details through your phones
(MTN, 2022). Most people prefer to lock their phones
than their SIM cards and when the phone is lost, the
SIM card is exposed to fraud. Make sure you block
your SIM card and account number as soon as your
phone is lost. These processes can be done online.
Also, make sure you enable two-factor authentication
on every account (even on social media) it offers and
do not fall for scam messages or robocalls (Jason,
2021).

d)

Do not download or use third party keyboard apps in
your mobile phones – some of these keyboards were
created by hackers to access or store sensitive
information you type (Tyler, 2019; Hindustan, 2021).
Do not copy and paste sensitive data such as
passwords, bank details, debit/credit card details,
tracking number of an order in your keyboard because
such information can be accessed using a third-party
app (Rochel, 2020).
Once you find out that you've lost service on your
mobile device that it is not network issue, let your
mobile carrier know immediately; and if you didn't
initiate any transaction on your account, call your
account manager or visit your bank to explain the

Displaying Sensitive Information on Social Media Fraudsters may use your social media posts and
profiles to collect information about you which will help
them to impersonate you while cloning or swapping your
SIM (Dan, 2022). Fraudsters can use information such
as your mother's maiden name, children or relatives’
details, date of birth or your symbols to answer security
questions.

Controls
The advancement in technology has helped to quicken both the
banking process and the telecommunication industry and has also
introduced new security challenges. The more organisations
improve their security and systems with innovative technologies,
the more fraudsters improve the use of these innovations to their
advantage. BVN was created to improve security and curb
corruption but has brought a lot of challenges. Possessing a BVN
does not pose a risk, but exposing it on social media and other nonapproved financial technology companies can increase the risk of
exposing financial details. Once the financial details are exposed
to the wrong hands, SIM card may be swapped or cloned in order
to access your bank account or sensitive data.

e)
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situation (Jason, 2021). Avoid long calls with the caller
requesting your personal or bank details, this can give
the fraudster vital information to defraud you. Your
bank will never call you for such information or ask you
to resend any message forwarded to you (Access
Bank, 2022). Also, delete any message requesting
your bank details or any OTP you did not request for
(Disha, 2019). Do not click any link sent through text
messages or social media accounts requesting to add
you in a group chat, buying and selling of
cryptocurrency, or any wealth investment platforms
that you are not sure of (UMASS, 2022). Also, do not
download attachments in your email or mobile apps
you do not know the sender.
f)

Avoid public Wi-Fi for financial transactions - the use of
sensitive data on public internet access should be
avoided because fraudsters can gain access to your
system and use your data for their personal gain (Nissy
et al, 2016; Alkhalil, 2021). Do not store passwords or
card details in your phone – this makes it easy for the
criminals as they will take over your accounts within
seconds. Devise other means of remembering your
sensitive information instead of being an easy prey to
criminals.

g)

Shane (2020) warned that oversharing of important
and personal details on social media is bad. Avoid
exposing your family details such as your children,
relatives, birthdate, mother's maiden name, school
name, etc., as they may be accessed using phishing
email to convince your bank, mobile carrier or other
service providers that they are you and answer secret
questions in order to defraud you (Shane, 2020; Dan,
2022).

Conclusion
Fraud in the financial sector has risen to a critical point that made
the Federal Government and CBN to introduce the BVN. BVN has
become an important system to curb corruption in the financial
sector, but also has brought a lot of challenges in terms of data
storage and management. One of the challenges experienced in
the financial sector is the use of customers’ financial details to
defraud them. This happens when the fraudster poses as a
legitimate bank official to obtain financial data from the customer
and subsequently clone the customer’s SIM/credit card.
The researchers recommend that:
a) CBN and the banks should adequately protect the
customers BVN data and subsequently trace and
prosecute whoever found wanting.
b) Banks should adopt a unified method of communicating
to their customers to avoid being confused by fraudsters
or bank officials’ calls.
c) Bank officials need to educate their customers always,
and the need to report any call made by the fraudsters
seeking for their financial details. This report need not
end at banker’s desk, but to further alert the security
agencies.
d) The reported phone numbers and other details need to
be followed up by the security agents and

e)

f)

telecommunication companies in order to blacklist the
numbers and trace the fraudsters.
There should be a synergy between the banks and the
telecommunication sectors on the need to trace and
block the accounts of identified fraudsters, prevent SIM
swap fraud by strengthening two-factor authentications
on every account.
People should limit their personal or sensitive
information they share online. Oversharing of such
information could lead to the exposure of security
details or questions used to verify their identity.
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